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The purpose of this document is to formally notify the European Commission of the
first launch and the initial content of the EFI+ central database and central database
manual.

Deliverable 2.1 Central database description
Description of work
General work process

Due to the fact that such a great amount of data will be kept within the database, the
database has constantly changed in structure (see version history). The change of
version is mostly related to the fact that it has been very important to keep the
database normalized and secured, and to do so even when the amount of data has
increased. The choice has also been to keep the database environment in MS Access
for a more user friendly approach.

To secure data integrity and to assure that data is not change by mistake, there have
been many quality controls on all work process levels:

1. Data collection and first upload process (M2-M10)
2. Updating (optimization) process (M10-M12)
3. Second upload process (M10-M12)
4. Database management after final upload (M12-M19).

These checks have been numerous and are therefore not possible to describe in detail.
Though, an overview of the different aspects of work (with focus on data integrity) will
be presented (figures 1 and 2).

Data collection and first upload process (M2-M10)
Data collection has been done between February and October 2007, the basic
principles and procedures behind are documented in tblmetadata and
tblmeta_variable in the database.
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At first, input of data was partly controlled by preformatted Excel files and Access
databases. These objects were distributed to the participants, so they could upload
their data directly in the preformatted files (see EFI+ Excel Access Input Manual for
more details).

Some problems occurred due to the fact that the formatting was erased during the copy
and paste handling. Therefore, it was early comprehended that he preformatted Excel
files were not a full measure to keep data integrity. The Access databases had better
structures for data input, but it was not enough to secure data integrity (since input from
Access forms took too long). Due to these problems, VBA-modules were developed for
both Excel and Access users (see EFI+ VBA Manual). The modules checked for wrong
values in all tables. Also it checked for empty cells and mismatches between runs
(mismatches between tblcatch and tbllength). It was widely used, but it had a very time
consuming run time for countries with very large datasets. During the later part of the
work process, the VBA-modules were abandoned in favour to direct (and faster) checks
within a test database structure.

Data input in
preformatted xls
files/Access db’s

Excel input

Access DB

VBA verification control
of xls sheets and Access
databases

Data upload into
EFI-DB. Integrated
quality checks

EFI+
database

Figure 1. The general work process during first upload.
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During the first upload of data (into EFI+ database version 3.1), upload and quality
checking modules were initially redeveloped (since the rejection of the database
modules in earlier version 2.1). This was done to better secure data input. The modules
had to be changed during several times and were later abandoned. One of the main
reasons for the rejection of the modules in version 3.1 was the high amount of
formatting errors that occurred in excel (too complicated to be handled by the
modules). Also, whenever a serious problem occurred the modules stopped working.
All the formatting issues had to be dealt with manually. Therefore, other tools (like
advanced union queries in SQL) were used instead.

After each fully checked data set, a status report was delivered from the DB team (to
each participant). Then the data was mostly changed directly in the EFI+ database (by
the DB team). Sometimes, when there were too many changes, a whole new data set
was once again loaded into the EFI+ database. Between 3 and 4 status reports were
distributed to each participant.

During the first upload process, missing data were discovered in a high amount of
obligatory variables.

Updating (optimization) process (M10-M12)
After input into the database, the data sets were checked with statistical programmes
(R and SPSS) in order to fully check for errors and missing values. These programmes
could also check (by statistical means) for input faults, e.g. extreme values. To check
for data inconsistencies, data were tested directly within the test databases. These test
databases were also checking faulty values and empty cells. Preformatted queries and
specific key structures in the database checked the different tables for mismatches and
duplicates. The French team now showed statistics on the high amount of missing
data. Therefore, during this second upload process, all participants were informed to
complete all obligatory variables (missing data was not allowed in compulsory variable
fields).
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Figure 2. The general work process during the first and second data upload. Straight
arrows indicate data flow from the participants to the database team (DB team). Curved
arrows indicate the responses from DB team back to the participants.

After data controls in the test database, optimization reports were distributed to all
participants for a second upload. To secure data integrity during upload a specific
Access database were distributed to each participant (uploaded into the file manager).
The database consisted of the most recent uploaded data by each country. By using a
database structure (with intact primary keys in each table), the relation integrity were
kept, which enhanced data quality. Some countries chose Excel update instead of
Access. To minimize formatting errors and faulty values, each participant got an Excel
outtake from each table in the updated EFI+ database.

Figure 2 shows the flow of incoming data from the participants, and the DB team’s
distribution of status and optimization reports. Status reports were mainly used in
response to the participants’ first data input, and showed structural inconsistencies and
value faults, missing values and other errors. Optimization reports were the result of
other types of data controls, as a response to the participants’ updated data.
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Test databases were established to check data consistency continuously during the
whole work process. The test databases had a specific structure that tested import of
data in a very restricted way, and the closer the data came to be uploaded into the final
database the more restricted this structure became. Update and append queries forced
data into tables with different restrictions considering key violations. If data were to
pass, it also had to “fit” the different restricted tables. Each participant’s data set was
checked in several test databases.

Second upload process (M10-M12)
The second upload process started whenever each participant downloaded their new
database from the EFI+ website (the file manager) and started to update their data
according to the optimization reports. The optimization reports were compiled by the
French, Austrian and Swedish teams. There have been good and quick responses from
all the different participants. Later in the process it was also possible to mail updates to
the database team. During this period there was a direct correspondence between the
participants and the database team (figure 2).

All participants had to update their data sets, but some countries also had new data
that would have to be added to their previous data sets. The DB team used different
methods to check the newly added data and the updated data. The newly added data
had all those errors that were revealed during the first update process. Once again, this
was a very time consuming work. Table 1 shows the amount of records that have been
included in the central database.

Database management after final upload(M12-M19)
This work process will be reported to the European Commission after M19.

Problems and solutions during work process
Many errors and some problems occurred during the work process. Much had to be
manually solved, and this complicated the way data was handled. More time was spent
to overcome faulty values, formatting errors etc. Partly, these problems also led to the
rejection of the automated database modules in version 3.1.
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Table 1. Number of records included in the central database’s different tables.
tblreporter

tblfishdata_

tbldiadromous

tblsite

owner

tblfishing_

tblcatch

tbllength

tblmetadata

(real

occasion

numbers)*

Austria

5

1

0

938

1172

6294

326039

46

Finland

1

1

257

530

530

2207

0

46

France

1

9

65700

1155

6570

62576

3896905

46

Germany

1

7

27240

803

1817

18543

648243

46

Hungary

1

1

246

193

193

2094

0

46

Italy

5

18

0

652

1152

4238

62847

46

Netherlands

1

4

11850

182

790

5903

135934

76

Poland

9

5

3480

919

978

6926

73140

414

Portugal

1

3

7384

923

923

45227

60431

47

Romania

2

1

0

263

323

1671

27722

46

Spain

7

34

10010

4252

5189

14092

233344

312

Sweden

2

1

7607

615

5652

16751

426826

92

Switzerland

2

29

0

717

969

2781

171583

46

UK

1

1

22134

1987

3162

16361

241111

48

39

115

155907

14129

29420

205664

6304125

1434

Total

*Real numbers (tbllength) indicate the amount of measured individuals (before normalizing the database). After
normalisation the number of records diminished, but the number of individuals is still the same.

In the first updating process, there were mostly formatting errors that caused timely
delays of data upload. Formatting errors were often hard to overcome, since the cut
and paste techniques (used during data input) mixed different formats within the same
columns. Date issues were especially hard to solve. Also, some variables (fields) were
not able to upload correctly. There was faulty formatting also from Access input (e.g.
mixture of date formats).With the help of several different database techniques,
formatting errors was later solved.
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Missing data and empty cells was first checked with the VBA control, but for countries
with large data sets the VBA modules worked very slowly. Also, the VBA check was
only used during the first update process. Generally the VBA control modules were
widely used during data input, and to great results.

Missing data (as NoData or -999) was discovered in a high amount in compulsory
variables. This was not allowed according to the EFI+ agreements in Bratislava.
Therefore, during the second upload process, participants had to minimize the amount
of missing data. After the second upload most countries had considerable minimized
the amount of missing data in their data sets.

One serious matter was that the number of rows sometimes changed between different
status reports. This showed that the participants sometimes deleted rows of data or
(more seriously) added more rows to their data sets. This addition was often not
announced, and sometimes created many hours to check and recheck again.

One serious problem that Access cannot solve easily is the issue with large and small
letters. Other computer programs, e.g. SPSS, can easily distinguish character
differences within a data set. The main problem is when characters are faulty within a
primary key (that depends on other tables). These problems were not so many and
were addressed by the French team.

During the work process, the manuals, input files, and database structures (e.g. data
types, table values and field names) changed continuously. This was sometimes
confusing, since there could be several distributed files in different versions, and some
participants used the old ones instead of the newly updated ones. These problems
became rarer later in the process, and there were generally good sensitivity among the
participants (for major changes in database objects).

Database management and development process
To preserve data integrity, secure the data during upload procedure, and to harmonize
the different objects within the database, it has been imperative to constantly change
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the database structure. This has been done by constructing test databases, run
program routines and specific queries in order to minimize structural corruption.
Database management consists of several different steps towards a complete and
harmonized database:

1. Data input and quality assurance
2. Optimization of input data
3. Harmonization of database structure and its objects
4. Normalization of database structure
5. Storage and handling of data within the central database
6. Outtake of data

Data input and quality assurance
The EFI+ database deviated from the FIDES database structure (FAME project
database, MS Access) since it was necessary to include new type of data: Large
Floodplain River fish data, historical fish data, new natural descriptors and human
pressure data, new fish guild classification, metadata, GIS-analysis calculations, and
fish data ownership.
As mentioned before, an important sub-task is data quality assurance, as data are
derived from many different sources. Data is partly checked in respect to standards
defined in WP1, plausibility of data values and completeness of data sets. To assure
data quality there has been a constant development of tools and objects to create a
safer handling of data (input and storage). See Version history for more details.

Optimization of input data
Measures have been taken to minimize the amount of faulty data. The Swedish Team
has been working in close contact with the BOKU and French Team in order to
optimize the participant’s data sets.
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Harmonization of database structure and its objects
The database has to be harmonized with the collection of existing fish data from field
surveys of participating countries according to field sampling methods defined in WP1.
Also, harmonization was needed in order to integrate the work from other parts of the
EFI+ project (e.g. calculated GIS data). A more detailed and harmonized metadata
description has also been developed and integrated in the database structure.

Normalization of database structure
There is always a need to normalize the structure of a database in order to make it
respond to queries in a logical way. Since the EFI+ central database is not going to be
uploaded with more data, some difficult problems of normalization have now been
solved. The final database is therefore optimized in this respect. The normalization
process included adding a number field and regrouping all records in table length, and
also erasing all duplicates within the tbllength. Therefore, the number of records in
tbllength diminished, but the number of individuals is still the same. Earlier in the work
process, there had been problems with relation integrity between table length and catch
(exactly like in FIDES), see version history. This was urgently solved by finally
normalize tbllength.

Storage and handling of data within the central database
See the EFI+ Central database manual in appendix for more details.

Outtake of data
This will be reported to the European Commission after M19.
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Produced objects
Deliverables
•

EFI+ Central database

•

EFI+ Central Database Manual

Accessory objects for input from participants
The accessory objects for input from participants are not included in the previous
specified deliverables. It includes developments of:
o Access input database (first input)
o Excel input files (first input)
o VBA module for self-generated quality control
o Optimised databases
o Optimized Excel files

Help manuals, instructions and reports
• Help manuals. Several help manuals have been produced to harmonize data
management during the input, optimization and upload procedures. These
manuals include:
o EFI+ Central Database manual
o EFI+ Excel Access Input Manual
o VBA Manual
•

Instructions. The following instructions were produced:
o Instructions of how to use the file manager (for data upload)
o Instruction for Access user,
o Instructions for how to handle the data sets during the optimization
process (Optimization process – Instructions)

•

Reports. The following reports were produced:
o Status reports for each participant (sometimes several reports per
participant)
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o Optimization reports for each participant (sometimes several reports per
participant)
o Generalized reports to BOKU Team

Objects for database development
The objects for database development are also not included in the previous specified
deliverables. It includes developments of:
•

VBA-modules. Modules were developed in the previous versions of the central
database, to include automatic processes for quality assurance of data sets
during input. This especially concerns the modules developed for version 2.1
and 3.1 (see version history). These were developed but later rejected due to
structural errors. Smaller modules were left intact in the version 4.1 (to help the
form design of the existing central database.

•

Uploaded Access databases. In the beginning of the second update process,
the participants’ data sets were uploaded in 11 different databases (one for each
participant).

•

Uploaded Excel files. In the beginning of the second update process, some of
the participants’ data sets were uploaded in 3 different zipped Excel folders
(which included 8 Excel files – one for each table).

•

Test databases. Test databases are used to check for faulty data and structural
errors. The test environment had largely the same structure as the central
database, but relations and tables were manipulated in order to check for data
inconsistencies, value errors and missing values. Several different test db’s
(from loose to stricter relation integrities) were used, see general work process.

•

Special queries and procedures for data input, quality assurance, and
structural development were developed and used by the DB Team.
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Database description
As previously stated, the database structure is based on the previous FIDES database
structure. Though, we decided early to rebuild the database and skip some of the
redundancies that were present in the Access version of FIDES. This is to enhance
quality control and make administration easier. Also, during the development of the
database structure, we encountered several issues concerning harmonization with the
different objects in the database. Therefore, it has been a constant change of structure
during the development of the database. A short description of the version history will
follow.

It was important to manage the data partly according to the FIDES database structure,
and keep some of its input structure (see “EFI+ Excel Access Input Manual.pdf”).
Therefore, all the first input files (both in Excel and Access, preformatted by the
participants) are still using the same old structure as before, but with differences
concerning e.g. data types and field names. For the final database, though, we needed
to normalise the database structure for better control of the incoming data, and also for
more effective and correct storage of data.

Version history
Version 4.1 (existing version)
The existing version of the EFI+ database (version 4.1) has a more slimmed structure
than earlier version. The heavy programmed modules are no longer within the
structure, and this forced us to do more manual control work. Though an updated
version of the VBA control (ver 4.1) helped us to better secure and preserve data
integrity within the input data. Also, the French Team and BOKU team checked the
data in special statistical programs (R and SPSS) for the optimization process (update
process).

The structure (figure 3) now includes more tables (e.g. tblsite_gis and the different
metadata tables), and has a better normalized structure than FIDES. Since the version
4.1 will not be uploaded with more data after the last upload, we could finalize the
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normalization process. This leads to a better consistency between data objects within
the database, than e.g. in FIDES.

Figure 3. EFI+ (version 4.1) relation schedule in MS Access 2002.

Version 3.1 (smart modules for upload)
Version 3.1 also worked (like version 2.1) with the same data flow as shown in figure 5,
though the structure was slightly changed from version 2.1. A simpler module approach
was developed, and more tables were included / changed within the structure (figure
4.). Most of the changes from earlier versions was the programmed module, that also
normalized the database (divided the incoming data into the different tables). This
version also considered the possibility to make input at a later stage into the database,
so different input forms and modules were again developed for this new version.

A VBA routine to control the input data at the source of input was developed. This had
to be done since the modules that previously checked data quality (from ver 2.1) could
no longer be used. The VBA routine was developed for both Excel and Access users.
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Figure 4. EFI+ (version 3.1) relation schedule in MS Access 2002.

Version 2.1 (full modules)
The database structure has been better adjusted for data input and outtake in version
2.1 (compared to FIDES), see figures 5 and 6. There is now a much simpler, and better
normalized, structure (with e.g. single and not composite primary keys in the tables) in
the database. The modules in the database include programmed updating of the
different key values within the database (which FIDES lacked).

So, version 2.1 included heavy development of a module controlled environment (for
better data security), which means that nearly no import of data was done manually.
This enhanced data integrity and secured input data from faulty changes.

The general idea was to use a front-end database (EFIprog.mdb), and (by means of
VBA controlled modules) transfer data packages from the front-end database to the
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back-end (sharp database). The structure has earlier been tested for other databases
with much less amount of data (figure 5).

However, there were difficulties to produce the right structure by using these heavy
modules. The modules worked fine for smaller databases, and for better harmonized
input data. Though, specifically due to the large amount of data, and also to the amount
of formatting errors during data input, we needed to change the input modules radically.
Therefore, we concentrated on another version (version 3.1), with completely new
types of input modules.

EFIprog.mdb

Temporary
storage

EFIdata.mdb

Figure 5. Description of data process from EFIprog.mdb and EFIdata.mdb in version
2.1.

Also, forms were developed to make direct input of data into the database (both from
Excel and manually). This was later abandoned due to the large size of the database. It
was also decided that the EFI+ database was not going to be used as an input
database.
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Figure 6. EFI+ (version 2.1) relation schedule in MS Access 2002.

2.1.4. FIDES (for comparison)
FIDES has a very simple, but good database structure. It is simple since its tables
follow the design of the input files (Excel). Though, there are problems with this
structure since it has not been normalized according to all the 4 basic normalisation
rules.
According to the relation schedule for FIDES (figure 7), the length tables are not keyed
(primary keys are missing). This will cause great problems when querying the
database, and there will be difficulties to extract data from the database.
The contents of FIDES were later moved to a more stable and normalized platform (MS
SQL Server).
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Figure 7. FIDES’ relation schedule in MS Access 2002. Primary keys are missing in the
two length tables.
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Database structure - overview
An important part of the EFI+ database development has always been to protect the
sharp data from corruption during data management. Therefore, it is normal procedure
to divide the database into 2 different parts:

1. Front-end (where all modules, queries, and forms is located)
2. Back-end (where the sharp data is located)

By dividing the database in a front-end and back–end database, we are able to better
control the change of sharp data and to simplify the structure. Also, there is a smaller
chance to change sharp data by mistake. This will further facilitate the data
management procedures for the database administrator.

Front-end database (EFIprog.mdb)
This unit handles forms and queries (there are no forms or queries in the back-end
database at all). However, forms and queries have yet to be developed during the
management process of the EFI+ central database. The possibilities to query and
present data from the EFI+ database are nearly unlimited, and depend on the present
questions at hand. Therefore, it is up to the database administrator to make the right
queries and forms, and then present the data in accurate reports (this is not within the
scope of WP2).

Figure 8. The start-up form.
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The start-up form opens up the introduction form for the EFI+ database (figure 8). From
this form you are able to manage the “sharp” (back-end) database. You are also able to
search the back end database from this form. You handle the control of tables etc. with
the menu bar on top of the start-up form (figure 9).

For further details of the front-end database, see EFI+ central database manual in
appendix.

Figure 9. The menu bar on top of the start-up form.

Back-end database (EFIdata.mdb)
This database only consists of ”sharp” data, which is managed mainly from forms and
queries in the front end database. The back-end does not contain any forms, reports or
modules, only sharp data tables and help tables. In order to keep the sharp data intact,
it is not good database manners to handle data directly within the back-end. Instead
structures for data handling (e.g. queries, forms and reports) have to be built in
EFIprog.mdb in order to export data from the EFIdata.mdb. Therefore, the sharp tables
in the back-end (EFIdata) are linked to the front-end (EFIprog). Changes of table
structures in EFIdata will therefore also change the table structures in EFIprog.

Locking the sharp back-end db (with a keyword), for security reasons, has been
discussed. Unfortunately, this may cause problem for programming modules and
during database update. The best control of unauthorized personnel is by creating
authorization levels (which will be done by the database manager).

For further details of the front-end database, see EFI+ central database manual in
appendix.
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Overview of table structure and relations
Version 4.1 has increased the amount of integrated tables since the first version (2.1).
It also has a normalized structure according to the newly integrated objects (tblsite_gis
and the two metadata tables).

As shown in figure 3, the relations within the central database are linked between the
tables with primary and secondary keys. It is important that each table have primary
keys that can link other tables on lower (or higher) hierarchical levels. It is also
important that all cells within each table’s fields do not have a faulty value. Validity
checks have been done on several occasions during the database development
process, which also includes checking for empty fields. Otherwise the outtake of data
will be very difficult, since Access can stop its queries when confronted with empty
cells. The normalisation is partly about this, and this part of the normalisation has
thereby been solved. Most of the redundancies from FIDES have been solved, but
since the structure is similar to the FIDES structure (and input sheets) there are a few
redundancies left. E.g. the fields “Date”, “Site code” and “Species” are present in more
tables than one. There are situations when a full normalised structure can be rejected,
and this has been the issue of the EFI+ central database.

Summary and prospects of the central database
The EFI+ central database has been created continuously throughout the project. It has
been a coordinated work process between all the participants, the coordinator team,
and the responsible database team. The central database is providing the basic
ecological and fish data, needed for the EFI+ project’s analytical progress. The central
database is the main data storage and access point for the project’s complete data
sets, for use by the project partners and the advisory group.
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Deliverable 2.2 Central database manual
Introduction
This manual contains instructions on how to use the EFI+ central database (db). The
central db is providing the basic ecological and fish data, needed for the EFI+ project’s
analytical progress. The central db is the main data storage and access point for the
project’s complete data sets, for use by the project partners and the advisory group.

Only the main events to describe the database (db) structure will be presented. All
other db management instructions will not be discussed within this document, since it is
considered as general knowledge for db administrators.

We have decided to divide the EFI+ central database in two parts, a front-end db and a
back-end db. The front-end db is created for security reasons (so you do not change
data by mistake too easily). Also, it is not good procedure to work directly in an
environment of sharp data. Instead, you access all the sharp data by forms and queries
in the front-end db. The queries then “ask” the specific tables in the sharp database,
which send “answers” back to the front-end db (figure 1).

Query
Front-end db
All forms and
queries

Query response

Back-end db
All sharp data
(tables)

Figure 1. The EFI+ central database consists of two databases.

If you consider the front-end database difficult to understand and to use, you can of
course use only the sharp database, and create all your queries etc in this db. Be
reminded, though, that all your changes in the sharp db will not always be repairable.
Always make a copy of the database before you start to query it or go through its
sharp data.
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Basic instructions
Character encoding and national language settings
Before you begin to use MS Access, we emphasise that you follow some instructions to
enable use of standard national characters in the database’s tables. Many of the
TrueType fonts included in Microsoft Office 2002, supports a number of languages with
different characters. Arial Unicode MS included in the Office package is a complete
font containing all of the 40 000 alphabetic characters, ideograph characters and
symbols which are defined in the Unicode standard 2.1. The EFI+ central database will
be prepared using this font. If you did not install the font Arial Unicode MS when you
installed Microsoft Office 2002 or another Office program, you can reinstall Office and
choose add/remove functions. Press the plus sign (+) beside Office tools and then on
the plus sign beside International support. After that, click the icon at Universal fonts
and finally choose the alternative you wish. Reinstall Microsoft Office.

Also, to view the tables in the central database in a standardised way (which is
necessary within the multi-lingual EFI+ project), please use the English national
characters. In windows, you access the national characters by the control
panel/National settings. Choose “English (Great Britain)”. Otherwise there is a
possibility to mix e.g. commas and points in number fields.

Database location
In order for the database programming routines (located in the front-end database) to
work properly, the database has to be put on a specific location (C:\EFI). There is
always a good idea to place the database on a network, for both security and access
reasons. In doing so, you have to change the code within the front-end’s modules (see
Security and preservation of data integrity). For a description of important locations,
take a look in the library (access from the menu-bar in the front-end database.

Note! If you choose not to use the front-end database, you do not need to put the
database on a specific location. Therefore, if you only use the sharp database, you can
place it wherever you want. Be reminded, though, that all your changes in the sharp db
will not always be repairable.
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Understanding the database
The database structure is based on the previous FIDES database. Though, we have
decided to rebuild the database and skip some of the redundancies that were present
in the Access version of FIDES. This is to enhance stability, quality control and make
administration easier (figure 2).

Figure 2. Table of relations in the EFI+DB (Access 2002). Primary keys in the tables
are marked in bold.

Figure 2 shows the relations between all the tables in EFI+ central database. It also
shows if the relation types are 1-n, n-1 or 1-1. You can also see which field that
belongs to the primary key in each table (marked in bold). The primary key is vital for
Access to know how to connect two (or several) different tables.

The EFI+ central database has been normalized, and all tables have referential
integrity with cascade deletion and update (figure 2a) between each table. Due to
this strict referential integrity, all the primary key data that are linked to the data you
update or delete will also be affected. For example, if you delete a site code (primary
key) in tblsite, all connecting fishing_occasions, catches, and lengths will also be
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erased, since site code is also a primary key in these tables. Another example is if you
change a species name in tblcatch (primary key), the same species name will also
change in tbllength (if the two records also are connected by site code and date). By
using the referential integrity, much is simplified concerning updates and deletions in
the db’s primary keys. But remember to be careful whenever you change sharp data.

Figure 2a. The reference integrity between tblfishing_occasion and tbldiadromous.

Note! Be careful when deleting or updating sharp data. Due to the referential
integrity, deletions or updates will also be made in related tables.

An important part of the EFI+ database development has always been to protect the
sharp data from corruption during data management. Therefore, it is normal procedure
to divide the database into 2 different parts.

The front-end database (EFIprog.mdb) handles all the forms, queries, reports etc. It is
good procedure to manage all the sharp data using automated forms and queries.

The back-end database (EFIdata.mdb) contains all the tables with ”sharp” data. It is
not recommended that users handle data directly within the back-end db. Instead all
database administration should be done from the front-end db.
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By dividing the database in a front-end and back–end database, we are able to better
control the changes of sharp data and to simplify the structure between the different
database objects (tables, queries, forms, reports, macros and modules). Also, this will
further facilitate the data management procedures for the database administrator.

The front-end database (EFIprog.mdb)
If you choose to use the front-end database you strictly work with forms and queries. All
tables from the back-end db are linked to the front-end db. This means that you can
query the tables with no restrictions. Though, you cannot change the structure (data
type etc.) of the back-end db’s tables from the forms in the front-end. Preformatted
forms, queries and a menu will give you an idea of how you can use the front-end db
more effectively.

Forms in the front-end db
•

Start-up form. When you open the front-end db (C:\EFI\EFIprog.mdb), the
start-up form introduces you to the EFI+ central database (figure 3). From this
form you can manage the “sharp” (back-end) db. Please note that you have to
keep the EFIprog.mdb and EFIdata.mdb on the same location (C:\EFI).

Figure 3. The start-up form in the EFI+ central database.
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•

Example query form. The control button “More info” on the start-up form opens
up a preformatted query form, which gives you an example of how powerful a
combination of forms and queries can be (figure 4).

Figure 4. The example query form in the EFI+ central database.

Queries in the front-end db
By creating queries in the front-end db, you can directly view, change, update or delete
sharp data in the back-end db. In the example query form (figure 4), there are 3
different queries already preformatted:

1. A simple query that shows France’s catches, which includes all caught fishes.
2. An advanced query that shows individual catched fishes with lengths over
200mm, between the years 2002-2003, during day time in river Thaya Deutshe
in the Netherlands.
3. A simple metadata query that shows Austria’s registered metadata (all their filled
out variables).
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When we specifically check the details of the different queries we also discover the
power of queries. The first very simple query uses data from several different tables
(figure 5). Also, we restrict the query to only choose the site codes that begins with
FR* (all sites from France). If we wanted we could also restrict the query by using
the same restriction in the field Country_abbreviation in tblsite. The query uses the
same relations that are in the central database’s structure (figure 2).

Figure 5. Example of the preformatted simple query in the example query form.

Note! If tbllength had been in the same simple query the result would consist of
fewer records, since tbllength have fewer records than tblcatch.
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Menu in the front-end db
By using the menu bar, you expand your controls within the front-end db. The menu bar
is located on top of the front-end database window (figure 6).

Figure 6. The menu bar on top of the EFIprog (front-end db) expands your controls.

The menu handles the following
•

File. Closes the database.

•

Forms. Consists of the 2 forms that you can move between (start-up form and
query form.

•

Tables. Here you can look through all the help and head tables within the sharp
back-end database.

Note! Do not change the data in the tables, since it will then also be changed in
the sharp db. To lock these tables from editing, you have to do a “snapshot
view”.
•

Tools. Use tools to compress and repair the database.

Note! You also have to compress and repair the back-end db if you change in a
lot of tables.
•

Help. Consists of fast access to documents (EFI+ central database
manual.pdf). You have to put the document on the following location if you will
be able to use the Help/Documents button C:\EFI\Document. Otherwise the
database module will not find the right document. The library on the help menu
shows the location of where to put all your files (figure 7). E.g. you must put all
your databases on the location C:\EFI, and all the documents on
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Figure 7. The Library table shows where to put all your different files.

•

C:\EFI\Document. About EFIprog… gives a short description of the version of
the database, when it was built and by whom.

Note! You must put all documents on the location C:\EFI\Document, and use the
same name as the documents have during the distribution of the database.
Otherwise the database will not find the correct document.

The back-end database (EFIdata.mdb)
The back-end database only consists of ”sharp” data. The sharp tables in the back-end
db (EFIdata) are linked to the front-end db (EFIprog), and changes of table structures in
EFIdata will therefore also change the table structures in EFIprog. The EFIdata.mdb
does not contain any forms, reports or modules, only sharp data tables and help tables.

The sharp database (EFIdata.mdb) consists of 11 tables (figure 8). Two of these tables
(tbltaxa_and_guilds and tblmeta_variables) are so called “help tables” with no specific
function other than to describe the other tables’ data. There are 9 head tables (with
specific contents relating to their names (tblsite_gis, tblsite, tblreporter,
tblfishdata_owner, tblmetadata, tbldiadromous, tblfishing_occasion, tblcatch, and
tbllength). See figure 2 for a detailed description of the tables’ relations.

The relations and tables have already shortly been described, and each table will be
described in more detail below.
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It is very important that the EFI+ central database is a “sealed and delivered” database,
which means that it will not be updated with more data after the final upload. This is
important because some parts of the normalization procedure depend on this “rule”.
The db is not locked or anything, but you have to carefully follow specific routines if
new data has to be uploaded. The main events to consider (for the new data set) are:

1. Basic checks of data integrity and consistency
2. Advanced checks of data integrity and consistency
3. Normalisation of tbllength
4. Control of metadata
5. Upload and checks against existing tables within the central database.

Figure 8. The 9 head and 2 help tables in EFIdata.mdb.

It is not in the scope of this manual to describe these advanced routines. Instead, every
database administrator that manages the EFI+ central database have to go through the
db structure and make adjustments accordingly.
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Security and preservation of data integrity
Locking the EFIdata.mdb (with a keyword) has previously been discussed, but this may
cause problem for programming modules and during database update. The best control
of unauthorized personnel is by creating authorization levels (which will be done by the
database manager).
One important security issue is where to locate the central database. If the database
manager/administrator needs to let every worker within a specific institution query the
db without changing any data, he/she could place the db on the network and distribute
specific access rights.

The database team recommends that the front-end db is used to manipulate data in the
back-end db. Therefore, there is a need to change the location of the database within
the code. Remember that the location in the Library (a table in the EFIprog, see figure
7) also have to be changed to the new location. The code in the module
“mdlallmanna_procedurer” (within the front-end db) has to be changed in the following
places:
1. In public sub Tilldela_sokvag
2. In public function Open_Final_EFI_manual
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Description of tables
Below follows a short introduction to every table in the central database (field name,
data type, table description).

tblcatch

tbldiadromous

tblfishdata_owner
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tblfishing_occasion

tbllength
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tblmeta_variable

tblmetadata

tblreporter

tblsite
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tblsite_gis
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tblsite_gis (continued)

tbltaxa_and_guilds
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